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F ro m the E x ecuti v e D irector ’ s des k

Panos South Asia

One of the major drawbacks in the media development sector today

The external component works in the form of dedicating

is the extremely competitive environment and the massive amount of

substantial participatory time for various global, national and local

duplication of work. Though competition is not an impediment in itself,

initiatives. I am in the steering committee of the Global Forum for

it does erase the space for mutual cooperation and leveraging the core

Media Development and also an advisory panel member of the Knight

competencies of the participating agencies. Panos South Asia realises

International Journalism Fellowships. My colleagues at Panos South

the creation of efficient networks and collaborative efforts can reduce

Asia have taken up many positions in networks to increase the space

can reduce duplication

duplication and maximise impact. Over the last five years, networking

for cooperation. Mitu Varma, our Director of Programmes is in the

and maximise impact.

has become one of our primary goals to effectively channelise financial

executive committee of the Community Radio Forum and is also its vice-

Over the last five years,

resources and creatively deploy human resources. Further, the idea

president. Kishor Pradhan, our Deputy Director, is on the governance

of networking creates a far firmer notion of collective responsibility

board of the Global Knowledge Programme and is also the host of

and accountability.

the Building Communication Opportunities (BCO) Alliance, which is a

At Panos South Asia, networking is a multi-tiered, multi-layered
and a crosscutting endeavour aimed at five crucial outcomes:

realises the creation of
efficient networks and
collaborative efforts

networking has become
one of our primary goals

partnership of eleven development agencies working on information,

to effectively channelise

communications and development.

financial resources and

Our Pakistan Country Head, Sahar Ali is working to put together

creatively deploy human

l

mutual learning

a regional network for women journalists in South Asia. Rakesh

resources. Further, the

l

supplementing each other’s efforts for a sustainable and

Kalshian, our Environment Programme Manager is a member of the

vibrant media

idea of networking

international consortium of investigative journalists and a founding

amplifying the advocacy for the sector

member of the Climate Change Media Partnership. Sanjay Barbora,

l
l

harnessing financial and human resources for both qualitative
and quantitative increase in impact

l

l

notion of collective

journalists and academics to bridge knowledge gaps and to facilitate

responsibility and

faster dissemination of cutting-edge research. Our Monitoring and

accountability.

creating the space to showcase the best practices within the

Evaluation Manager, Lakshmi Nair and I, constantly work with a host

sector. And this spirit of cooperation works locally, nationally,

of international organisations to push for a model that foregrounds

regionally and globally. It has both an in-house component

the intrinsic value of having a plural media rather than subsuming it

as well as an external component.

under an instrumentalist idea of media.

The in-house component operates at three levels:
l

our Conflict Programme Manager, has created a network of working

creates a far firmer

We believe that this conscious effort to collaborate and network

cooperation between the thematic team and the geographical

with peer organisations has made us strong, and the sector more

team within Panos South Asia

robust.

bi-lateral, tri-lateral and multi-lateral cooperation among
various Panos Institutes located across the globe

l

through an institutional mechanism called the Panos
Council which is now emerging as a hub for knowledge
management. Panos South Asia is the host of the Panos
Council secretariat.
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A S PANNEERSELVAN
Executive Director
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Vision and
Mission
Panos South Asia’s vision is
to make societies inclusive,
democratic and just. We

Panos South Asia aims to:
l

work in partnership with both local and regional

partners, to stimulate and inform public and
policy debate and to provide information on key
environment and development issues that is accessible
to multiple target groups
l

encourage and help develop traditional and

innovative information, communication activities
and techniques to enable marginalised groups and

seek to renegotiate power

communities to play an increasingly greater role in

through media by enabling

development debates

diverse opinions, ideas and

l

theories to be included in

and build greater capacity in investigative reporting

the debate on governance

in the region

and development.

l

utilise issue-based training workshops to promote

engage in research that enables us to influence

capacity building to deal with constantly evolving
opportunities and threats arising from new
communication technologies
l

implement activities to increase the quality of,

and capacity for, continuing regional analysis of
information and communication issues
l

work on conflict issues and create a conducive

atmosphere for peace-building in the region, through

t

sustained research and media partnerships.

A journalist interviews a resident

of a village in Gogamukh, Assam, on
the impact of big dams in Northeast
India, during a study tour organised
by Panos South Asia.
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Creating an enduring
partnership with
media to widen the
public sphere
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Mission
statement

The second level of intervention is with mid-career
journalists who have spent considerable time in the
profession but have very little time or opportunity
to investigate critical issues of choice. PSA provides
fellowships for such journalists to undertake their
desired work and helps publicise their work beyond their
own media outlets by bringing out books, monographs

Panos South Asia’s mission is
to realise its vision through

1

Focus

and publications that are distributed among peers, policy

on Media

makers and other important actors in the subject they
have researched.

an innovative understanding

The media in South Asia is our primary area of focus. The

of media dynamics and

media, of course, is not a monolith. There are various

The third important level of intervention is with media

creating an enduring

forms of media. There is mainstream and alternate

owners, proprietors and editors: the gatekeepers who

media. PSA seeks to work with all these forms to

decide media content. The criticality of intervention

facilitate democratic dialogue on issues critical to the

at this level is self-evident. PSA does this through

region.

organising exclusive Gatekeepers’ Retreats with strategic

partnership with media to
widen the public sphere. It
has evolved a roadmap with
five clear signposts to reach
its ambitious destination.

2

Gender as an integral part of any
activity

communicating development

for seminars/discussions on important policy debates and

stories from the ground.

by one-on-one contact to keep them in the loop about

Panos’ efforts to help people

activities and interests.

enabling policy actions and

4

will also contribute towards

four strategic thrust areas

development effectiveness. I

it is acutely aware of the huge gap between our dream

The four forms of media that PSA seeks to work with are

of equal participation and the current level of limited

would encourage Panos to share

print, radio, television and internet. PSA’s Media Centre

participation of women in the decision-making process.

its case studies and success

remains the nucleus of this activity. Several events are

Be it our governance structure, recruitment policy, our

centred around providing training on streaming TV and

fellowships or training programmes, we strive for gender

radio through the web besides online journalism. Given

equality.

this scenario, PSA proposes:

and participation of women in the world of articulation,

stories with International
Financial Institutions, including
the Asian Development Bank

to work increasingly with local language media in

and other development agencies

all South Asian countries

so that they can benefit from

to support and promote radio and its development

Panos’ bottom-up development

PSA seeks to create democratic spaces in media discourse

as the most democratic, cheap and easily accessible

communication experiences.”

through interventions at three levels.

media for the region

l

Three levels
of intervention

l

—M. ISMAIL KHAN

to promote public interest broadcasting in both

Asian Development Bank

are provided training both at the Media Centre and

television and radio across the region keeping public

Pakistan

within their respective countries on honing professional

interest as the governing principle with regard to use

skills, both content and technical.

of New Media and convergence technologies

The first is the entry level with young journalists, who

6

articulate their concerns are

Four forms of media and

brought in the mediascape leading to a greater presence

3

extremely important work in

domestic and international players; by calling them in

While PSA acknowledges the relentless work done
by women’s groups and the significant changes it has

“I believe Panos is doing

l

7
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l

to continue to work with the English language
print media as we accept its influence and impact
on decision-makers in the government and civil
society.

5

Five thematic areas
and cross-cutting issues:
Panos South Asia works on five of the complex web of
themes available in the region:
Conflict; because it has dogged recent histories of all

“Through PSA’s fellowship
schemes, we get the
opportunity to explore,

South Asian nations stymieing development not only
internally, but also within the region
Public health; given its criticality for progress and
the lack of interest, focus and resource mobilisation by

research, write, and learn to

governments of the region in this area, where structural

professionally evolve. It is a

adjustment policies are taking away from the original

release from the exciting but

minimum investment

deadline filled journalism we

Environment; because it has to do with issues

practice. Panos has enriched

of equity with regard to the immediate surroundings

my content, given new
perspectives and broadened
my vistas as a journalist.
I count myself among the
hundreds of journalists whose
professional lives have been
enriched by Panos.”

and resource use by the people
Globalisation; because it currently touches on all
aspects of people’s lives
Media Pluralism; because Panos South Asia’s raison
d’être is to promote an inclusive, democratic and plural
media. Working towards this aim, PSA seeks to work on
media pluralism as an underlying schema as well as a
separate programme area.

— DILRUKSHI HANDUNNETTI

that encourages and facilitates public discourse on a wide range

Senior Journalist

of issues, particularly those that have direct impact on the least
t

Sri Lanka

A radio club member at the studio in Awantipora,

Kashmir, interviewing an entrepreneur as part of ‘Pesh
Kadam’, the radio programme produced by students
of the Islamic University of Science and Technology and

privileged and most marginalised sections of society.
PSA works through media to bring neglected subjects to the fore

the youth of Awantipora town. This is a Panos South

in developmental debate, so as to give a platform for voices and

Asia initiative to empower Kashmiri media to create

perspectives, often rendered voiceless in the public sphere.

space for their voices to be heard.

8
8

Panos South Asia is part of a family of Panos Institutes worldwide
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History and Governance

A S Panneerselvan, Executive Director

Panos South Asia was established in 1997. Today, PSA has seven
Nepal

Sri Lanka

Kishor Pradhan, Country Representative-Nepal /
Deputy Director, PSA

Suvendrini Kakuchi,
Country Representative

Kanta Shrestha Pradhan, Chief Financial Officer
Pakistan

Rati Sharma, Administration and Finance
Co-ordinator

Sahar Ali, Country Representative
Natasha Qamar, Projects’ Co-ordinator
Shahzad Hooda, Administration and
Finance Co-ordinator

Bangladesh
Kamrun Nahar, Office Manager

Lakshmi Nair, Regional Manager, Monitoring &
Evaluation / Web editor
Kazimuddin Ahmed, Projects’ Officer, New Delhi
Arup Jyoti Das, Assistant Programme Manager,
Northeast
Tungshang Ningreichon, Projects Co-ordinator,
New Delhi
Shams Imran, Project Co-ordinator, Kashmir
Radio Project
Sandhya Singh, Finance Officer, New Delhi
George Joseph, Office Manager,
New Delhi
Julee Bhuyan, Office Secretary, Northeast
Prem Prakash, Administrative Assistant, New
Delhi

Affairs, Government of Nepal to operate as a regional INGO in South
Asia. We are registered in India as a company limited by shares-notfor-profit under Section 25 of the Companies Act, 1956. In Sri Lanka,
Panos South Asia is registered as a Guarantee Limited Company
incorporated under the Companies Act, No 7 of 2007. Panos Pakistan
is a country office of Panos South Asia, incorporated under License
Ordinance, 1984. In Bangladesh, it is registered as Panos Institute
Bangladesh under the Trust Act 1882.
The PSA Board is drawn from across the five countries in which it

Rakesh Kalshian, Regional Programme Manager,
Environment
Dr. Sanjay Barbora, Regional Programme
Manager, Conflict

the Netherlands under foundation registration number 27355408.

from the Corporate Law Authority under Section 42 of the Companies

India
Mitu Varma, Country Director-India /
Director of Programmes, PSA

Panos South Asia is registered as Stitchting Panos South Asia in
In Nepal, PSA has a General Agreement with the Ministry of Foreign

Sameer Deep Lepcha, Projects’ Co-ordinator

Dawa Gyalmo Lama, Office Co-ordinator

offices across Nepal, India, Sri Lanka, Pakistan and Bangladesh.

INTERNATIONAL
Konjit Fekade, Liaison Officer
Tracy Cabache, External Relations Officer

currently operates.

B oa r d

Members

Shahidul Alam		
Managing Director, Drik Picture Library Ltd, Bangladesh
Vinya Ariyaratne
General Secretary, Sarvodaya Shramadana Sangamaya, Sri Lanka
Manisha Aryal		
Resident Advisor, Internews Network, Pakistan
Urvashi Butalia, Managing Trustee, Zubaan Books, India
Kunda Dixit, Chief Editor, Nepali Times, Nepal
Nalaka Gunawardene, CEO, TVE-Asia Pacific, Sri Lanka
Khushi Kabir, Co-ordinator, NIJERA KORI, Bangladesh
(Chair of the Board)
Khawar Mumtaz
Advisor, Shirkat Gah Women’s Resource Centre, Pakistan

Directors of
Panos South Asia
1997-2000:
Kunda Dixit
NepalI
2000-2001:
Afsan Chowdhury
Bangladeshi
2002-2004:
Saneeya Hussain
Pakistani
2004-present:
A S Panneerselvan
Indian

Beena Sarwar
Independent Journalist/ Documentary Film-maker, Pakistan
Kalpana Sharma, Independent Journalist/Columnist, India
A S Panneerselvan, Ex-Officio Member,
Executive Director, Panos South Asia
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INDO-PAK MEDIA & PEACE-BUILDING PROGRAMME: GATEKEEPERS’ RETREAT

Panos South Asia has for the past eight years brought together top
media editors from India and Pakistan, to evolve fresh ideas and
thinking on bilateral relations over two-day retreats held annually in
conducive surroundings. The idea has been to keep up the interaction
and dialogue between the two countries in the interests of a safe and
prosperous South Asia.
The 2009 Gatekeepers’ Retreat, held in Salzburg, Austria extended
its scope by bringing in editors from Afghanistan – a media that is
earning its colours in extremely trying circumstances. The theme of the
discussion was “Fresh Paradigms For Peace: Evolving a New Framework
for Negotiations in North South Asia”. The atmosphere was electric,
tensions sometime palpable, and ideas brimming over as the editors
talked over two days to see what kind of a peace initiative could be
evolved from within the region. Indian and Pakistani editors listened

Conflict Programme

and informative experience.

discussion and debate between the Afghan and Pakistani participants

Apart from the substance of the

regarding, for example, the situation in Balochistan and cross-border

meetings, informal interaction

issues. While the inclusion of Afghanistan brought in a significant
element important for the evolving scenario of ‘North Southasia’,
inevitably some discussion was also devoted to the existing unresolved

The gatekeepers were of the opinion that an out-of-the-box

P

conflict environments around South Asia by creating platforms of exchange and learning for media
professionals, advocacy groups, knowledge producers and policy makers. The Conflict Programme

includes annual retreats for senior editors and opinion makers from India, Pakistan and Afghanistan
and a separate retreat for editors from the Eastern Himalayan region including Nepal, India, Bangladesh

and Burma. It is also engaged in encouraging dialogue in various conflict contexts in Northeast India, by
way of offering media fellowships, imparting innovative and appropriate training for young journalists,
undertaking study tours and orientation workshops and encouraging exchanges. The programme is
also involved in creating opportunities for dialogue in all enclaves of Jammu and Kashmir. The Conflict
Programme in South Asia has also been commissioning research-based features from different parts of
the sub-continent and will continue to provide platforms of free expression that characterise the political
realities and engagements for citizens of the region.

professionally a very useful

intently as the Afghan participants spoke. There was significant

issues between India and Pakistan.

anos South Asia’s conflict and media theme is aimed at creating a more vibrant public sphere in

“The retreat at Salzburg was

amongst the participants,
which is rare, was of immense
value. The interaction with the
Afghan journalists was a first.

regional initiative on Afghanistan would help bring stability to South

The discussion of Af-Pak issues

Asia and progress towards the staggered removal of thousands of

would not have been complete

foreign troops from the region.While competing strategic interests

without their participation.

and entrenched security establishments prevent such thinking, it is
for the intelligentsia to evolve a suitable framework that would hold
minimum guarantees for India, Pakistan and Afghanistan to overcome
their trust deficit and evolve mutually beneficial inter-dependent
scenarios after the exit of the US led international forces, they said.
The Afghan participants suggested that one way to do this would be
to open up their country as an important trade and transit point for
all states in the region.Both India and Pakistan should stop playing out

The inputs and insights derived
have been extremely useful in
writing about the region.”
— ARIF NIZAMI
President
Council of Pakistan Newspaper Editors

their rivalries in Afghanistan and instead focus on helping Afghanistan
build strong institutions in order to manage their own affairs, Dr.
Hussain Yassa from the Afghan publication Outlook, said.

12
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making Afghanistan a fifth province of Pakistan or

indeed expedite the peace process in Afghanistan,

sought strategic depth, but was instead engaged

peace in Afghanistan was unlikely to affect the bumpy

in a do or die battle for its very existence against

course of relations between India and Pakistan.

the very elements that it had once supported.

The Afghanistan editors were of the view that their

N Ravi of The Hindu, India, however, pointed

troubled history with Pakistan and suspicions about

out that the play in the public mind of terrorism

the motives of Pakistan’s military and intelligence

and the Mumbai attack of 26/11 prevented the

wings called for some confidence building measures

Indian leadership from making any dramatic

between Afghanistan and Pakistan as well. Perhaps

moves towards resumption of dialogue with

it would be good if the intelligence chiefs of all

Pakistan. This was compounded by the stratified

three countries met periodically, Shahir Zahine of

mindsets in the foreign policy establishment inured

Killid Radio, Afghanistan, suggested.

to years of dealing with Pakistan in a certain
manner. The possible fallout among opposition

All the editors agreed that

parties in India, particularly the right wing BJP,

a trilateral initiative would

and hardening middle class attitudes towards

have no currency unless larger

“The Panos conferences/

Pakistan all stood in the way of resumption of

players like Russia, Iran, China

retreats are extremely

dialogue between the two arch rivals, he said.

and the Central Asian States

educative because the

Bharat Bhushan of Mail Today, India said perhaps

were also brought to the

Shahir Zahine of Killid Radio, Afghanistan (top),

some quiet confidence building measures were

table. They said a trilateral

Abbas Nazir of ‘Dawn’, Pakistan (bottom) and

in order like a regular meeting of intelligence

dialogue would have to

N Ravi of ‘The Hindu’, India (right) at the 2009

chiefs outside the media glare. Both he and

be framed within these

South Asia has consistently

Gatekeepers’ Retreat held at Salzburg, Austria.

N Ravi agreed that some gestures on part of

parameters, keeping the

shown a remarkable ability

the Pakistan establishment demonstrating

realities of the region in mind.

to identify emerging

cooperation in anti-terror activities would go

The media in all three

Talat Hussain of Aaj TV, Pakistan felt that

a long way in bringing about a resumption

countries could provide a

even though security concerns were paramount

of dialogue between India and Pakistan.

lead by having a freer and

in Pakistan at this stage given the large-scale

Bhushan however, was also quick to point out that

open exchange of ideas and

These meetings make me

insurgency in parts of the country and spate of

while peace between India and Pakistan would

information, they said. While

think anew about various

terror attacks, some moves had been made to

one of the positives of having

contentious issues in the

evolve cooperative frameworks in the region in

restricted correspondents of India and Pakistan in

the shape of the latest trade agreement between

each other’s countries was the fact that all media

Pakistan and Afghanistan, that was also favourable

houses employed journalists from the other country

to India, and the Shanghai cooperation agreement.

to report for them, it was imperative to make the

other than mine. That truth

media of one country freely available in the other,

indeed is multi-faceted is

Zahid Hussain of Newsline, Pakistan felt a

they said. This would assist in mutual engagement

what Panos has shown to

beginning could be made by resuming bilateral

and help evolve a regional discourse distinct from

talks within the composite dialogue framework

the current narrative dominated by the West.

with India. He said there was a slight but marked
shift in the thinking of the Pakistan security
establishment in that it no longer dreamt of

14

A detailed transcript of the deliberations is
available at www.himalmag.com

themes chosen are invariably
ahead of the curve. Panos

issues of conflict as well as
set an agenda for peace.

subcontinent and more often
than not, from perspectives

me.”
—BHARAT BHUSHAN
Editor, Mail Today
India
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A CTIVITIE S
THE K A S HMIR MEDI A A ND P E A CE B UILDIN G P R O J ECT
This project has two important components.
l

Workshops for journalists from both
parts of Kashmir

Kashmir Radio

The Hoot Media Monitoring

In 2009, Panos South Asia embarked on an initiative

The Panos-Hoot Media monitoring project 2009

to empower Kashmiri media and to create space

produced 12 articles on media in the conflict areas of

for their voices to be heard. The local population

Kashmir and the Northeast. Mainstream television

in Awantipora was trained to run a Community

and cable television monitoring is continuing in

Radio station with help from the Islamic University

Kashmir. Outputs from newspaper monitoring

of Science & Technology in Kashmir to produce and

in the Northeast include eight published articles

broadcast local content. The Baseline survey has

from Assam. A draft on the comparative study of

Setting up a community radio station and

been completed and radio clubs formed; studio

media and conflict in Kashmir and the Northeast

training a local community in Kashmir

and equipment are operational and monthly

is currently getting ready.

to produce and broadcast its own

workshops help conceptualise and produce content

programmes.

for broadcast. Fifteen episodes of Pesh Kadam have

PLURAL MEDIA AND PEACE-BUILDING IN

been produced until mid-March; airings began in

NORTHEAST INDIA

December with a Sunday broadcast followed by

This project is PSA’s bid to move towards a more

researchers like Deobjit Baruah and Lakhi Prashad

a repeat on Wednesdays. The local community

Fifteen journalists, including four women mostly

shaded, representative reportage of the long

Hazarika. For the first time ever, media persons

involvement in the project is steadily increasing

from the language media from either side of

conflicts in Northeast India. Conflict, stratification

were allowed to visit the NHPC campus to meet

with the Awantipora town committee organising

Kashmir were brought together in Kathmandu

and political identities are inscribed on the body of

officials. This clearly signalled the growing power

listening and discussion sessions and also promising

for a workshop in early January 2009.

the media – the journalists who work on stories,

of media and the efficacy and impact of PSA’s

financial support to the project.

editors who commission them, photographers

study tours.

l

Kashmir Journalists’ Workshop

Coming immediately after elections in Indian

who narrate through pictures – are all implicated in

Kashmir and the fracas over the Amarnath

a complex process of selection and sifting. In 2009,

Yatra, there were a lot of interesting discussions

PSA moved into the second phase of the project

at the workshop. The happenings in Mumbai,

and delivered several activities which expanded

in the Western Frontiers of Pakistan and their

and built on the successes of the earlier phase.

repercussions on Kashmir and the region were also

state violence during a PSA study tour to Manipur.

The second tour was to Manipur, a state that
continues to be under siege. With political turmoil
and lawlessness being the order of the day, PSA
felt the need to sensitise senior mainstream media
editors to the happenings which were going
largely unreported in the rest of the country. The

discussed extensively. Two short films presenting

16

A journalist interviews a family member of a victim of

tour was undertaken in the background of two

the Indian and Pakistani perspectives on the

Journalists’ Orientation Workshops and

Kashmir issue were screened and discussed. A novel

Study Tours

theatre workshop titled ‘Imagining the Other’

Three study tours were organised in 2009. PSA

was also held to unravel through role play the

State apathy prompted protests and violence;

took a team of ten senior journalists from national

reality of living and imagining different identities.

media persons highlighting the state’s violence

and local media to the flood-affected districts of

Participants from all districts of Kashmir interacted

were constantly being targeted. PSA’s tour was in

Upper Assam: Lakhimpur and Dhemaji. They saw

with senior journalists across South Asia covering

response to the local media association’s request

for themselves the ongoing protests against big

conflict issues. Sessions with senior academics and

to have a high power delegation visit the state.

dams being built by the National Hydroelectric

multimedia presentations also formed part of the

The team of eight journalists met with human

Power Corporation (NHPC) and interacted with the

exercise.

rights activists, families of victims and also the

protesters and civil society at a multi-stakeholder

Chief Minister. Following the visit, the Manipur

On returning home, participants have written

workshop at Gogamukh College. Resource

government has promised to look into the fake

extensively in the local media on their workshop

persons for the workshop included eminent

encounter cases and also ordered the release of

experiences and on Kashmir.

environmentalists like Neeraj Vagholikar and

some activists who had been detained illegally.

indiscriminate killings in broad daylight: that
of a youth and a pregnant woman in July 2009.

17
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PSA’S SECOND EASTERN HIMALAYAN EDITORS’ RETREAT

few remember that ethnic Indians were forced
to leave Burma following independence from
Britain. Quoting unofficial estimates, Myint said
that about one sixth of the population of modern
post-independent Burma lives in exile. South Asian
countries like India and Bangladesh are also hosts
to Burmese exiles, though the plight of Rohingiya
refugees – a group that is cast away by both Burma
and Bangladesh – is a matter that has not been
dealt with at length in the media. Myint also spoke
about the kind of nebulous political intrigues that
vulnerable exiles were subjected to, as a result of
their lack of visibility in the mainstream media.
Answering a query on the social base of the military
junta, Myint opined that the army had a long
history of being revered in Burmese society and this
was perhaps one of the reasons why it continues

To keep up the momentum on the dialogue

region, said Irengbam Arun, Editor, Ireipak. To

which does not usually find space in the dominant

the extent that this silence has become wisdom

discourse and national policy discussions, PSA

in places like Manipur, he added. This narrative

organised the second Eastern Himalayan Editor’s

incorporates different forms of historical injustices

Retreat in Kolkata in late October 2009. This

and imbalances that go on to make once-

conclave brought together ten editors from

thriving regions and societies into inconsequential

Bangladesh, India and Burma to discuss ‘Is the

backwaters of dominant states and economies. The

media a party to the lack of consensus on issues

participants at the retreat said that this is a story

related to migration and citizenship along the

that could be repeated across the region.

eastern Himalayan region?’
Various perspectives on conflicts around
mobility and identity were put forth during the
deliberations.

18

Reiterating this perception from a Bangladeshi

to cling to power.
Satellite television channel, DY365 carried a
full-fledged report of the retreat. Morung Express,
Amar Asom, Asom Bani and New Age carried
shortened versions of a report issued following
the completion of the retreat. Currently, PSA is
negotiating with Economic and Political Weekly for

independence books on the eastern Himalayas
by an European, Bertil Litner launched the book;
this was followed by an open discussion with 30
journalists. The panellists included Dr. Raakhee
Kalita, Cotton College, Dr. Nanigoplal Mahanta,
Guwahati University and journalist Oinam Sunil,
Times of India.

a commentary-length feature on the main themes
of the retreat. This will be published before the
next retreat.

perspective, Nurul Kabir, Editor, New Age, Dhaka
said that while he was of the opinion that
nationalism and communalism are deeply inter-

Book Release and Orientation workshop

Setting the tone for the deliberations, Shoma

related in South Asia, he was critical of the kind of

As part of PSA’s continuing contribution to

Chaudhury, Features Editor of Tehelka, said that

internal colonialism that created local peripheries

media development in the Northeast, a constant

the biggest divide in terms of citizenship in India

in countries like Bangladesh. Speaking about the

endeavour is on to ensure that young journalists

is the economic divide, where 1991 remains

Burmese situation, Soe Myint, Editor, Mizzima

engage with research and academic work.To

an important milestone for the changes in the

News – a Burmese news agency based out of New

this end, Panos collaborated with the Guwahati

political economy of the region incorporating

Delhi and Chiang Mai – asserted that almost all

Press Club and Sage Publications to launch Subir

India’s neighbours like Bangladesh, Burma,

migration from the country was forced migration.

Bhaumik’s seminal study, Troubled Periphery: Crisis

Bhutan and Nepal. Such attitudes are responsible

While people are aware of the generation that

of India’s North East, in December. Renowned

Bertil Litner, speaking at the launch of the book

for creating an uncomfortable silence on the

was forced to leave due to persecution in 1988,

journalist and author of one of the first post-

‘Troubled Periphery: Crisis of India’s North East’.
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SUPPORT FOR LOCAL / ALTERNATE MEDIA COLLECTIVES

Media Fellowship Programme on reporting
conflict in the Northeast for mid-career
journalists

Panos workshops on Gender
Partnering with HIVOS, Panos South Asia initiated
three workshops with an exclusive focus on Gender

PSA’s media fellowships have for the past ten years

in several parts of Sri Lanka under the Empowerment

Necropolis: Rehearsing Koltes in

tried to bridge the gap between the lack of time,

of women journalists programme.

such times

focus, guidance and good journalistic reportage.

Hamletmachine: Images of

The third cycle of the fellowship offered three

Shakespeare-in-us

print fellowships, one television and one radio

This room is not my room (an
installation performance).

fellowship.
Young Journalists’ training

The workshops dealt with various themes
like Using Online Media for Gender Equality,
Discrimination at the workplace and Fostering
Women’s vision towards development.
Seventy seven women journalists and NGO

To create a more plural media with new tools and
‘Necropolis’ has had the distinction of

activists participated in the workshops. This

techniques, PSA has taken a nascent step towards

being part of the inaugural ceremony at

included women from English, Sinhala and Tamil

facilitating citizen journalism in the region.

the International Week of Justice Festival

media. All the sessions were translated into the

Two workshops which saw the participation of

organised by Amnesty International in

vernacular languages as to maximise impact for

nearly 70 people were held with local community

This year, PSA requested partners – Five Issues

New Delhi. The plays have travelled far

the participants.

participation in Shillong and Guwahati. The

journal and theatre artist Parnab Mukherjee

and wide and have been presented in six

workshops were organised in collaboration with

Performance of ‘This room is not my room’

– to help with the orientation courses and

countries in the past year.

the local NGOs, the Foundation for People’s

The Online media workshop discussed how
the web is helping document cycles of violence
etc when media is under siege. Presentations

study tours. PSA had supported the work

Empowerment and Impulse. The initiative is run

of Five Issues, which had documented and

with the active participation of a citizen journalist

worked on critical plays on themes related

portal www.assamtimes.org. This portal tries to

to the conflict in Northeast India.

minimise the information gap left by conventional

The Discrimination at the Workplace workshop

media. The endeavour also aims to train people

had four panellists of which three were established

on the basics of information generation and

women journalists. Key state policies aimed at

journalism on critical issues at local levels using

supporting women’s development and security

mobile telephony and the internet. Mainstream

concerns of women journalists in war zones were

media houses within and outside the regions

discussed at great length.

Five Issues has brought out two mammoth
volumes of more than a thousand pages.
Parnab Mukherjee and Five Issues had
collaborated to stage these plays in different
parts of India and abroad. PSA felt that
this was one of the most effective ways to
conduct interactive study tours around the

regularly use the portal to locate new stories and
story ideas.

also touched upon how to set up sites and the
challenges faced.

The final workshop on Fostering women’s
vision towards development had resource persons

region; it also enabled us to concentrate on

Oral Testimonies Project

ranging from the head of an organisation working

organising targeted study tours to address

PSA collaborated with the Institute of Tai Studies

for the empowerment of widows at the grassroots

pressing environmental and political issues

and Research to highlight the voices of those living

level, a community based counsellor and a war

in 2009.

on either side of the Assam- Nagaland border, a

widow.

The trilogy of plays which focussed on
Northeast India’s conflicts were:

unique theatre of conflict with several interlaced

The workshops were eminently successful and

issues of contention. Currently in its final lap, ten

one resource person has offered a free workshop

journalists and researchers have worked closely

to the women journalists on how to develop a

with local communities to document their lives

blog.

and livelihoods.
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REL AY P R O G R A MME : C O MMUNIC ATIN G RE S E A RCH
The RELAY programme emerged out of a need to communicate research and place
information in the public domain. RELAY is now moving from strength to strength in
Panos South Asia, while continuing to explore new ways of linking the media with

of media professionals and media consumers as well as inputs
through questionnaires from knowledgeable people in the
respective regions. A media database of more than seven
hundred working journalists in the Northeast has also been
compiled and is getting ready for publication.

academic research communities. Programmes in South Asia are dominated by the

Collaboration with Mahanirban Calcutta Research

discourse on conflict, land alienation, identity and displacement; the focus remains on

Group

building the capacity of journalists to put forth research related stories in an accessible
yet stimulating manner.

Continuing its bid to bring communication to the fold
of research in taught courses, PSA collaborated with the
Mahanirban Calcutta Research Group (MCRG) to organise

partner Montage Media came up with the idea of
Ishaan. It fitted PSA’s vision of linguistic pluralism
in media and a strategy to reach out to a larger
constituency. Three volumes of Ishaan have been
published. The first volume had five research
articles of which two were in original Assamese
and three were translations from English on the
theme of Conflict. The second volume was on Big
Dams, Flood and Water; it comprised eight articles

Ishaan: Translation and publication of English
research in the vernacular

December 2009. The course is supported by the Government of
Finland, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees,

“Our collaboration with Panos South
Asia was very professional and a

New Delhi, and the Brookings Institution, Washington DC. PSA

great pleasure. The work of PSA

helped design, document and conduct the media component in

as an organisation proved to be

the course which was otherwise completely academic in nature

crucial in propagating alternative

for the third successive year.

perspectives and a diversity of

Multi-stakeholder dialogue

of which five were translations and three were

PSA in Switzerland

original Assamese. The third and final volume on

PSA facilitated a multi-stakeholder dialogue on the issue of

Land and land transfer had seven research articles

contemporary Naga history and culture to coincide with the

and an incisive editorial.

closing of the year-long Naga exhibition in the ethnography

opinions and ideas. The profound
research, fieldwork and the direct
collaboration with intellectuals of
the respective minority groups – in
our case the Nagas – enabled the
audience in Switzerland to broaden

Capitalising on the capacity built by the

museums of Zurich and Basel in Switzerland. PSA’s film on soccer

The idea of Ishaan coincides with RELAY’s prime

association with PSA, Ishaan is committed and

and political reconciliation in Nagaland was screened, at both

their horizon and to learn about the

objective to communicate research. The political

confident of carrying forward its journey of

Basel and Zurich. Both these institutions hosted exhibitions on

complexity of the social and political

dynamics of the Northeast with its wide range

research communication further. PSA takes pride

Naga culture and collaborated with PSA for interventions in the

situation in Northeast India in

of issues from armed rebellion to resources and

in having been able to repeatedly set beneficiaries

nature of talks, presentations and film screenings on the issues

trans-nationalism have been extensively debated

on the track to sustaining themselves capacity wise

related to Nagaland and its peoples. On their invitation, we

and deliberated upon. A major part of these

and content wise.

took a group of media persons, a peace activist, an academic

exchanges have taken place in English, a process
that excludes the larger political constituency
in the public domain of Assam. This significant

22

the annual Winter Course on Forced Migration in Kolkata in

Media Review and Environment Review

general and the Nagas in particular.
PSA’s direct, uncomplicated

and a writer to the exhibitions to discuss and debate on research

approach made it possible to

and representation of the Nagas. Two articles were published

organise a rather ambitious and

on the engagement, one in Nagaland and two in Switzerland.

challenging exchange programme in

constituency converses with the issues in Assamese

PSA completed two media and environment

Two radio stories were also aired in Switzerland. This was a

in a manner that can be arguably gauged to

reviews in 2009: that of Jammu & Kashmir and

most fruitful activity as it intervened, in the present context of

be of immense intensity. To bridge this gap

Nepal. These documents contribute significantly

the conflict in Nagaland, on hitherto normative research and

— RICHARD KUNZ

and to communicate relevant discourses and

to Panos’ ongoing media and research scoping in

representation of the Naga peoples and opened to the Northern

Museum of Cultures

discussions to the Assamese public space, our

South Asia. The studies were based on interviews

media an entirely new perspective of conflicts in South Asia.

Basel, Switzerland

a very short time.”
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A CTIVITIE S
POSITIVE VOICES

A mother’s quest for ARVs for her child becomes

A four-country oral testimony project

an effort for ARV consolidation in the district

This first-of-its-kind regional project aimed to

Ghulam Zakia was an AIDS-widow at 28. Tests revealed

develop institutional capacity in South Asia to

that the mother of five children was HIV positive; so

carry out oral testimony training and collection

was her youngest daughter, then three years old.

and to gather oral testimonies of women living
with HIV and AIDS across the region in order to
inform policy and make it more responsive to the
needs of women. The project also showcased the
collaboration between Panos South Asia and Panos
London with the latter providing crucial trainer
support for the initiative.
The project kick-started with a regional
training of trainers in Kathmandu with eleven
trainers returning to their respective countries

Public Health Programme

equipped with skills to train others in gathering
and documenting oral testimonies. Three national
level workshops followed in India, Sri Lanka and
Pakistan where 23 women were trained to collect
testimonies of women living with HIV and AIDS.

P

anos South Asia’s Public Health Programme views health as a fundamental human right for all
and asserts that it is inextricably linked to the basics of nutrition, water, shelter, security, clothing,
sanitation and necessary human amenities. It is a function of development, which itself is determined

by and determines the social, political, cultural and economic rubric wherein people live and function.

Sixty five oral testimonies have been recorded

Today, 30-year-old Zakia travels nearly 200 miles
every other month to the Aga Khan hospital, Karachi
to collect free ARV medicines for her daughter under a
programme run by the Sindh AIDS Control Programme
(SACP). Zakia’s own ARV medicines are available at the
SACP centre in Larkana itself. However paediatric ARV
is currently available only through the designated Aga
Khan University Hospital at Karachi.
This came out during an oral testimony review
meeting which Panos South Asia carried out as part of
its Positive Voices project in association with Pakistan
Voluntary Health and Nutrition Association (PAVHNA).
The interview had been conducted by journalist Fausia
Rani. PAVHNA’s Director, Programmes Rehana Rashdi
reported this to her Project Manager, Rehan Khan.

across the region and are being transcribed and

Zakia’s oral testimony interview helped highlight the

translated. It will be ready for dissemination in

fact that she spent time and money she could ill afford

the current year.

– with five children, no husband and no job except a small
income from renting out part of her home - travelling

For PSA then, the primary focus of its Public Health Programme is on the sections of the population that

to Karachi to collect medicines for her daughter when

are most affected by development policies and programmes and have least access to even primary health

she could be given these medicines along with her own

care. These are the socially and economically marginalised peoples of South Asia and overwhelmingly

from the provincial government’s facility in her home

women.

town of Larkana.
Currently, there is a proposal to take up the ARV

PSA seeks to bring the voices of these sections into national agendas and mainstream discourses through

consolidation case at the next board meeting of

the media, while providing key information and tools of access to them to make themselves heard. This

PAVHNA’s Naya Kadam Project (New Step), a four-year

could be through training socially and economically disadvantaged youth to produce radio programmes

initiative aimed at reducing the impact of HIV/AIDS on

around sexuality, reproductive health and issues critical to their growth and development, through

vulnerable communities in Karachi and Sindh.

providing fellowships to mid-career journalists to research on the health and rights of Dalit women in

Even before Positive Voices project has reached the

India, to reach the unreached in Pakistan’s urban slums and rural backwaters with critical information on
HIV or commissioning cutting edge research on key health sector developments that impact health care
for most vulnerable populations in the region.
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A PSA o r a l t es t im o n y im pac t

Participants during a role play at an Oral Testimony
training workshop in Patna, Bihar.

dissemination stage, its objective of highlighting issues
faced by Positive women for policy makers to address
and resolve is already in evidence.
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Oral testimonies on HIV/AIDS in

of Positive People (DNP+) says, the booklets

India’s Northeast

“contributed considerably in spreading awareness

The difficult terrain of the Northeast makes access

about treatment, prevention and control of HIV/

to basic health services and Anti-Retroviral Therapy

AIDS”.

very difficult for Positive people. To highlight
their issues and to give a voice to their problems,

2010 Feature

PSA gathered 52 oral testimonies focussed on

A Panos Twenty10 feature written by a freelance

women and children, who are often neglected and

Pakistani Journalist Huma Khawar titled “Pakistan

marginalised. The compilation is currently being

targets migrants’ wives in the fight against AIDS”

edited for publication.

dealt with increasing levels of infection among
wives of migrant workers in Northern Pakistan. The
report resulted in UNAIDS commissioning a series

Stills from the PSA-commissioned documentary on HIV/AIDS by Brajmohan Singh from NDTV that were broadcast on

of provincial workshops to raise awareness among

World AIDS Day.

women’s vulnerability. The workshops were widely
reported in the mainstream Pakistani media.

The films were aired repeatedly through the day

and misinformation lead to troubled times at the

on NDTV India and News X.

workplace where people believe that the virus

Red Alert! Women at Risk!
Media brief on women’s vulnerability to
HIV/AIDS in Pakistan
Panos South Asia brought out a brief document for
journalists highlighting the social, economic, legal
and biological factors that make women vulnerable
to HIV/AIDS in Pakistan. The document focuses on
several issues including women’s status in Pakistani

The Stigma Tunnel Experience in Sri Lanka
In a novel initiative, PSA Sri Lanka simulated a
Stigma Tunnel experience for people who are not
HIV positive, in the run-up to World AIDS Day.
The endeavour was to make people aware of the
trauma that Positive people face in daily life with
stigma and discrimination rendering them second

Anti-Retroviral Therapy Literacy Booklets

society vis-a-vis development indicators; women’s

and Posters

vulnerability to HIV/AIDS; the impact of HIV on

PSA mooted this project to address the lack of

women and the role of media in covering gender

Nearly a hundred people went through the

accessible information on Anti-Retroviral Therapy

and HIV. One hundred and fifty copies have been

tunnel, where they were subjected to role play of

available to people living with HIV and AIDS. The

printed and will be disseminated on the occasion

stigma and discrimination at every stage: the clinic,

booklets and posters succeeded in sensitively

of International Women’s Day.

home, workplace, community etc.

class citizens.

This eventually leads to him losing his job and
livelihood. The last stage of the tunnel proved
the most effective when the person was allowed
to share his experiences with stigma and gets
correct information, support and counsel from a
Positive person.
The purpose of kindling public interest and
curiosity was achieved with excellent support from
the police, who allowed roads to be cordoned off,
public buses to be climbed on as part of the street
theatre. The impact is already visible as the police
have requested that the programme be replicated
in the Central Province.

The Tunnel comprised five tiers which

breaking down technical content and jargon into

26

can spread through casual contact and shun him.

understandable terms. A thousand copies of the

Panos South Asia in mainstream television

participants walked through. Role play and

English and Hindi versions have been printed and

Building on the success of the past few years,

theatre took them through the clinic where the

disseminated. The response across the areas of

Panos South Asia commissioned two television

person comes face to face with the fact that he

dissemination has been positive, especially in the

journalists to produce documentaries on HIV/AIDS

is HIV positive; he returns home to face a hostile

Northeast, where volunteers have come up to

for broadcast on World AIDS Day. Rajib Choudhury

family which is unaware of the realities of HIV/

translate it into their local languages for wider

from NewsX and Brajmohan Singh from NDTV

AIDS; then he passes through a road signifying

outreach and efficacy. The Tamil version is also

India produced one half hour film and three ten-

community/society which looks askance on him

The objective was to raise awareness on HIV/

getting ready for release. The Delhi Network

minute capsules respectively for their channels.

vis-a-vis his Positive status. Lack of information

AIDS among youth in rural areas which forms the

Candlelight Youth Project
Linking the ideas of urban HIV/AIDS activists to the
local community, Panos Sri Lanka marked World
AIDS Day in Nawalapitiya in the hill country with
a population of mixed ethnicities.
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most vulnerable population to the virus as they

capsules varied in duration between ten minutes

remain largely marginalised when it comes to

to half an hour. Journalists cited deep-rooted

access to education and sexual health. The event

cultural bias against women as a critical reason for

worked on the teamwork methodology linking

discrimination against women living with HIV in Sri

the ideas of the urban HIV/AIDS activists with the

Lanka. Other reasons are lack of public awareness

talent of the rural community youth.

and discrimination by medical practitioners. The

Two partners helped enhance participation on
the ground: the Candlelight Youth Project and
Jayanthi Rambodagedera, a leading community

broadcasts also included success stories where
families have come together to protect their loved
ones who are HIV+ against stigma.

radio and women’s activist. Local religious leaders,

The stories were also presented at a follow-up

police and government officials came out in full

workshop with a distinguished audience of officials

support of the day-long observance, held at the

from UNAIDS, the Family Planning Organisation,

City Hall.

the AIDS Foundation, medical practitioners, activists
and Civil Society Organisation representatives.

Radio workshop on better HIV/AIDS
reportage in Sri Lanka

‘Taking off the Masks’: documentary on TB

Though a low prevalence country, Sri Lanka has

in Sri Lanka

a high level of stigma and discrimination against

The increasing incidence of Tuberculosis and the

Positive people. Panos South India believes that

close link between poverty and the spread of

better and more sensitive reportage of HIV/AIDS

the infection in Sri Lanka led PSA to commission

will go a long way in reducing stigma. Continuing

award–winning documentary filmmaker Upali

Audio Exchange initiative

this engagement, PSA held a two-day radio

Gamlath to produce a short film on the issue. The

training workshop for ten Sinhala journalists

Involving local communities with Frameworks Collective, Meghalaya

30-minute documentary Taking off the Masks

on better HIV/AIDS reporting. Each of the ten

covered several crucial aspects of the lives of people

PSA’s audio exchange programme aims to bridge

journalists produced short radio features that

Another impact was documented

infected with TB, such as lack of social support,

the divide between rural and urban spaces and

focussed on stigma and discrimination. The

poverty, drug dependence and poor education.

shortly after a street play on

peoples in Meghalaya. The exchanges between

The film has been completed in three languages:

local groups in Shillong and Ummsawar in East

English, Hindi and Sinhala and is awaiting airing on

Khasi Hills brought forth impressive results.

mainstream television channels. The film takes us
through several high-risk sites in the country: urban
slums, garment factories where poor housing
and sanitation for female workers are the norm,
refugee camps and make-shift unhygienic living
quarters for tea workers which become breeding
grounds for easily preventable and curable diseases
like tuberculosis. Medical professionals and policy
makers who decide on the country’s health policies
are also interviewed along with those affected.
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A children’s ‘durbar’ at Ummsawar being held as part of the audio exchange initiative in Meghalaya.

Communication between the villagers of
Ummsawar, students and policymakers in Shillong

meningitis, a crucial health issue
in the region, was staged. During
an outbreak of the disease shortly
afterwards, the government

continue. The programme is influencing certain

announced large-scale vaccination

sectors of welfare activities, notably public health.

and other measures to combat

During the course of their interaction with the

the disease. A local Public Health

villagers, students made programmes on public
health and sanitation. Armed with knowledge and
information on the issue, the local governing body

official said that Ummsawar was
the first village that came to him

of the village could approach the government to

in entirety for vaccination and

construct toilets in the village.

medicines.
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A CTIVITIE S
CLIMATE CHANGE
Panos South Asia at the United Nations
Climate Summit in Copenhagen

clinic, field trip and interview sessions with leading

Climate Change Media Partnership (CCMP), Panos

climate change experts and negotiators.

from around the developing world to cover the
momentous UN Climate Summit in Copenhagen.
Other members of this international effort include
other Panos offices from UK, Africa and the
Caribbean, Internews, International Institute of
Environment and Development (IIED) in London
and environment journalism networks from South
East Asia. Copenhagen was the fourth climate
meeting in which PSA has actively participated

CCMP’s 2009 Fellowships. Of the 2009 fellows,
21 are men and 19 are women. They came from
Bangladesh, Bolivia, Brazil, Cameroon, China,
Colombia, Ethiopia, Guyana, India, Indonesia,
Jamaica, Jordan, Kenya, Namibia, Nepal, Nigeria,
Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Sierra
Leone, South Africa, Tajikistan, Tanzania, Uganda,
Vietnam and Zambia.
While PSA was engaged with the CCMP in

being the others. This time PSA had two of its staff

Copenhagen, Panos Radio South Asia produced

mentoring the fellows in Copenhagen.

a series of radio stories and debates before,

Demand for the media support offered by
the CCMP Programme has grown sharply since its
inception in 2007 when 185 journalists applied
to report on the Poznan summit. The nine month

during and after the Copenhagen Summit that
highlighted the concerns and politics of climate
change in South Asia. In addition, Panos Radio
South Asia also organised special online audio/
video coverage of the Copenhagen Summit.

evelopment has always had an uneasy relationship with environment, especially in regions

long fellowships include an intensive two-week

like South Asia, where majority of people depend on vibrant and healthy ecosystems for their

programme reporting on climate summits. The

livelihood. Post-independence, the modernisation project fractured this delicate link, causing much

writings of the fellows are posted on the new

impoverishment and environmental degradation. However, the pace of this disastrous transformation

CCMP website (www.climatemediapartnership.

Climate Change Road Trip for South Asia

hastened with the heralding in of liberalisation, globalisation and privatisation.

org), which has details of last year’s as well as

Journalists

It is inevitable that any human intervention resulting in destruction of an ecological space or its
transformation is apt to affect adversely those who are dependent on it for sustenance. This has resulted
in an alarming rise in the number of conflicts over natural resources between the cash economy and the
non-monetised biomass-based subsistence economy.
In 2009, Panos South Asia decided to explore and examine the impact of globalisation on environmental
conflicts in the region.
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As many as 600 journalists applied for the

– Bali 2007, Poznan 2008 and Bangkok 2009

for the Bali fellowships and last year 390 applied

D

the summit, the journalists take part in a media

As part of an international collaboration called the
South Asia helped bring together 40 journalists

Environment Programme

As well as receiving training and mentoring at

previous years’ fellows along with many of the
climate-change reports they have produced. During
the Copenhagen summit, CCMP fellows published
several hundred articles.

As a CCMP partner, PSA will be participating in
COP 16 in Mexico City in November this year.

Panos South Asia in association with the
United Kingdom Department of International
Development (DFID), Nepal took a group of
journalists from Nepal, Bangladesh and India

The CCMP Programme creates the opportunity

on a journey from the Himalayas to the Bay of

for journalists to report in depth on the negotiations

Bengal, helping them see and hear for themselves

and share their stories with millions of people

how climate change is affecting people across

in developing countries who might not yet

the region. Panos provided its South Asian and

understand how climate change will affect them.

media expertise to boost participating South Asian
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Symposium on Science, Environment and

and role of the media as the theatre where the

l

Media

interplay between science, environment, law, and

the challenges and possibilities of carrying out a

policy is enacted continuously. At a deeper level,

democratic dialogue about science and nature in

the symposium was also designed to re-imagine the

the media.

Panos South Asia, IIT Delhi, and Centre for
Studies in Science Policy, Jawaharlal Nehru
University together organised a two-day symposium
on ‘Science, Environment and Media: Discussing

fractured and vexatious dialogue between science,
nature and society.

Experiences in South Asia’ at the prestigious IIT
Delhi campus in November 2009. In recent years,
the challenge of development and its impact on the
environment has been deeply implicated in debates
about the practice of science and technology. The
Prof. Jayanta Bandhopadhyay addressing journalists

idea of development, some argue, is increasingly

in Kolkata during the Climate Change Road Trip.

unable to draw upon the legitimacy of science
and technology. In part, as contended, because

journalists’ confidence in their understanding
of the regional climate change story. It helped
acquaint them with how it is affecting ordinary
people on-the-ground and gave them the
necessary preparatory to report on and analyse
developments at Copenhagen – and beyond.

the very claims of science and technology are

The

symposium was divided into four

interleaved parts:
l

The first was a philosophical dialogue on the

The dialogues generated much passion
between various schools of thought but at the
same time the sparks often threw insightful light
on the shadows between them. Broadly speaking,
they explored the following salient questions:

nature of scientific truth, changing ideas of what

In disciplines where uncertainty is inherent,

constitutes environment, and the difficulties and

should we leave the final decision to science and

desirability of communicating science to the lay

scientists? If not, what sort of ethical principles

public.

should be put in place that would guide judgments

l

The second was a discussion on some specific

in such matters?

beginning to be questioned for their neutrality.

controversial subjects such as nuclear energy,

Is science value-free and neutral? If not, how

Issues of genetically modified foods (GMOs),

climate change, toxics, and genetically modified

do we take decisions on controversial issues like

large dams, nuclear energy, biotechnology,

foods.

nuclear energy and genetically modified food

nanotechnology and even renewable energy are

l

beginning to be recognized as contested terrains.

its cryptic shadows looming ominously over social,

Both the idea of development and the practice

legal and economic realms.

The third dialogue went beyond science into

without compromising on ethics, equity and
justice?
How do we wrest science away from the

of science and technology, in fact, cannot be

clutches of the nation-state imagination and make

Climate Change and Multimedia

understood independent of political and social

it more democratic and egalitarian?

Communications Workshop

contexts. While academia has tended to focus on

Is public-funded science more credible than

exploring links between science and technology
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The fourth and concluding session dwelt on

corporate-funded science? Can we distinguish

Panos South Asia organised an eight-day South Asian

claims and development outcomes, the media

‘Climate Change and Multimedia Communications

has concentrated on reporting the nature of

Workshop’ in August in Kathmandu, Nepal.

the complexity of experiences on the ground.

How do we make science and scientists more

The workshop aimed to build the capacity of

This symposium brought together academics,

accountable and transparent? How do we make

media and other communication practitioners

journalists, lawyers, activists and policymakers to

scientists more fearless when it comes to talking

on climate change issues and the role of

explore the many-layered tensions between

about contentious issues like GM foods, nuclear

communications by applying ICTs for local content

research and reportage.

energy or pesticides?

between the two?

development, networking, knowledge sharing, to

The primary motivation behind this exercise

Given there is often lack of evidence to clinch

enable them to produce multimedia local contents

was to explore and unravel the political economy

an issue, how should courts decide on such

on climate change communications in South Asia.

of “scientific evidence-making” in the resolution

matters?

It also aimed to identify possible areas of synergy

of environmental controversies, especially in the

between media and civil society organizations

light of currently raging debates over climate

(CSOs) on multimedia local content development

change and genetically modified foods. In parallel,

on climate change communications.

PSA also wanted a frank dialogue on the nature

Prof. P M Bhargava, a well-known geneticist

Is the job of a journalist to objectively and

speaking on Genetically Modified Foods at the

faithfully report the work of scientists or is it

symposium on ‘Science, Environment and Media’ at

to investigate and interrogate the nature of

IIT Delhi, in November 2009.

science?
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A PSA oral ENVIRO NMENT FELLO WSHIP IM PA CT

Film and Video Training Project
In 2008, PSA launched a documentary film project

The Orissa Video Training workshop resulted in

with the objective of unravelling the complexities

eight short films made by local individuals with

of the rapid changes sweeping large parts of India,

diverse backgrounds and occupations.

especially changes relating to issues of land and the
control of nature. The brief given for these films
was to cover the conflicting philosophies regarding
ownership of land that emerged from the various
resistances that are taking place around the issue
of land rights in India.
The project also represents our renewed
engagement with the social and environmental
impacts of extractive industries which we had

Ashen Life:

an eight-minute poignant

statement on the impact of mining on environment
and Adivasis (tribals).

Environment Award for London-based Mining Company Vedanta Resources plc Withdrawn
In May this year, the London-based World

for higher economic growth, believes that

Environment Foundation (WEF) announced

the environment and rights of minorities are

Vedanta Resources Plc the winner of the Golden

dispensable. Little wonder, many decisions of the

Peacock, an award instituted in 1991 to recognize

apex court in recent years have gone in Vedanta’s

a company’s commitment to environment

favour. It is also perhaps not surprising that the

Ukhuda: a five-minute documentary on

management. The jury was headed by Justice P N

jury had a few former Chief Justices of the SC on

globalisation, farming and traditional crops.

Bhagwati, a former Chief Justice of the Supreme

its panel. The award may not be prestigious or

This uses a local popular recipe called ukhuda

Court of India and currently a member of the UN

significant in itself, but the fact that people forced

(sweetened pop-rice) as a metaphor to describe

Human Rights Commission. Besides, there were

the organisers to withdraw it at the last moment

the impact of globalisation on local cultures.

two other former Chief Justices of the Supreme

can be interpreted as a symbolic triumph for the

explored in great depth in 2007. Furthermore, it

Package Podi: a two-minute symbolic film

Court on the jury panel. Vedanta was chosen for

people threatened by Vedanta’s dubious mining

resonates with the Indian nation-state’s current

about popular rejection of and resistance to land

the award on the basis of its claims of running a

operations.

obsession the Maoist violence in states where

acquisition by industries.

zero-discharge refinery and of a recently-obtained

people, mostly indigenous peoples, are being

Human Zoo: a nine-minute film on mining,

displaced in large numbers for the sake of

displacement and the humiliation of Dongria

minerals.

Kondh Adivasis. It is a scathing satire on the gaze

The primary objective of the Video Training
Project was to train local people to learn basic

of the so-called civilised man that turns the tribal
into a museum curiosity.

filmmaking (production and post-production) so as

Martyrs: a five-minute capsule which is a

to enable and trigger a process of local community-

poignant portrayal of people’s resistance to

based filmmaking with a focus on the conflicts

forcible possession of their lands as well as its

taking place around them.

brutal repression by the State.

The methodology of selection of participants

Nolia Sahi: a ten-minute feature recounts the

was based on research and conversations in order

story of a village threatened by displacement to

to find a cross section of individuals who represent

expose the machinations, hubris and apathy of a

diverse professions, were located in the proximity

totally immoral state that would do anything to

of these social conflicts, were well informed, had

usurp fertile lands for the sake of “development”.

a strong desire to comment, learn and intervene in

It also satirises the media, allegedly a watchdog,

these regions and had a passion for image making

becoming a lapdog of the State.

or communication.The amateur filmmakers were
thus chosen with utmost care from four states:
Orissa, Chattisgarh, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh
and were trained by veteran documentary film-

ISO 14001 certification, which is an internationally
accepted standard for effective environment
management systems.

travel 300 kilometres to Palampur, the venue of the

largest sovereign pension fund, operated by

award-function to organize protests. This clearly

the Norwegian government, sold all its shares

shows the power of the moving image. As Amar

(worth around US$13 million) in Vedanta. The

Kanwar put it his proposal to Panos South Asia,

fund’s Council on Ethics, after nearly two years

“if the gun has been the weapon of the armed

research, found that continuing to invest in the UK

revolutionary, of the State, of the multinational

company would present “an unacceptable risk of

company, then the camera is now the weapon of

contributing to grossly unethical activities”.

the satyagrahi and the image is our zone of both

The protests in the wake of the announcement
their decision. To protest and expose the true face
of Vedanta, a 30-minute film, Sham Public Hearing:
The Real Face of Vedanta, made by an independent

corporate mining.

Shankar Dash is one of young filmmakers being

popular resistance against forcible land acquisition.

loom.

poetry and resistance.”

of the award forced the organisers to “review”

Delhi on June 11 followed by a discussion. Surya

silent portrayal of the stilling of the traditional

society and the media to question the ethics of

knew Vedanta well. In 2007, the world’s second

a half-hour film which exposed the flip side of

emerged from Orissa, arguably the epicentre of

awards ceremony acted as a catalyst to force civil
such an award. It also galvanized many activists to

filmmaker Surya Shankar Dash was released in New

The Loom: a three-minute capsule is a sad,

film in New Delhi just a couple of days before the

The award came as a shock for many who

Sham Public Hearing: The real face of Vedanta:

maker Amar Kanwar. The first set of films have

The timely screening of Surya Shanker Dash’s

trained under a Panos project to make short films
on politics of land acquisition.
Vedanta has been enjoying state patronage
for a long time as the Indian state, in its quest
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A CTIVITIE S
COMMUNITY RADIO
Workshops in Northeast India in partnership with Indira
Gandhi Open University
PSA’s engagement with media pluralism makes it a much
sought after partner for projects on radio training and
implementation. PSA has been training students, activists and
journalists on radio production and broadcast with a larger view
to promote community radio (CR) in the region. Given its track
record, a partnership with the organisation was a natural choice
for the Indira Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU) when
they wanted to do a series of workshops on CR. IGNOU has started

“I was impressed by how

a certificate course on community radio and PSA is their nodal

Panos brought together a

partner for Northeast India.
The first workshop was held in Shillong in February to
build capacity among grassroots and advocacy organisations in
communicating relevant social issues. This served as an orientation

Media Pluralism Programme

A

of media from across
South Asia, especially

with participants from nearly 30 organisations also making a field

grassroots media from

trip to Ummsawar, to study communication of development issues

underserved regions.

from the grassroots. PSA got valuable support from IGNOU’s radio

I appreciated Panos giving

stations, One World South Asia and the Community Radio Forum

a forum to voices outside

of India to conduct the workshop
The second workshop was held at Guwahati in June with12
participants from Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, Meghalaya and
Nagaland. PSA chose participants from advocacy organisations and

the mainstream like a
journalist talking about
oppression of minorities in

vibrant and plural media is the raison d’être for Panos South Asia’s Media Pluralism programme.

local media initiatives with a view to work towards setting up CR

Bhutan. The emphasis on

It seeks to promote diversity and plurality of voices, media, languages and views, especially those

stations in their respective areas. It was organised in collaboration

both new and traditional

of the least privileged and most marginalised. It also aims to create inclusion in communication

with Cotton College, the premier educational institution in the

processes, media structures, ownership and content production in diverse South Asian settings.

media was very welcome

region. It is one of the few colleges in region that has a full-fledged

It rests on the twin pillars of enhancing skills and producing content for all kinds of media, both

course on broadcast journalism and has a professional radio

and energising. ”

mainstream and alternate. It embraces both traditional and new media technologies in the

production studio. During the six days of the event, participants

— SANDIP ROY

endeavour to reach the maximum number of people, particularly those with little or no access. It

were given thematic and technical training on radio production

Editor, New American Media, USA

encompasses Panos South Asia’s four thematic areas of Public Health, Conflict, Globalisation and

and were also provided detailed information and guidance about

Environment, in line with PSA’s mission of fostering informed public debate, pluralism and democracy.

the process of applying for a CR station.

Strategically, PSA’s Media Pluralism programme works with all forms of media, namely print, radio, television
and online broadcasting. It also works increasingly with the regional language and alternate media in
South Asian countries. Additionally, Panos South Asia continues to work with the English language media,
because of its influence on policy and decision-making in government and civil society in the region.
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real diverse cross section

Three articles on the workshop and Community Radio have
been published soon after the workshop. The word on Community
Radio is definitely gaining ground in the public domain and PSA
is seen as the primary organisation with the capacity to promote
and implement it in the region.
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Recording of an episode of ‘Choti Choti Batein’, a PSA Community Radio programme in Patna, Bihar, produced by
children.

www.panosradiosouthasia.org

Choti Choti Batein
Panos South Asia’s community based radio

aim is to discuss matters of common concern and

programme in Bihar aims to inform and empower

look for local solutions to their problems.

The online radio and audio distribution initiative

Dissemination of Outputs of the Reinforcing
Dalit Leadership and Mainstreaming Project

the state’s adolescent community on issues of

The programme in magazine format deals with

of Panos South Asia is into its third successful

Nepal continues to be a nation in flux. Panos

reproductive health, good governance and

issues related to child rights, adolescent health,

year of operation. PRSA produced and broadcast

South Asia has been engaged in encouraging an

environment. Workshops for the 40 participants

social development, environment, culture and

20 15-minute radio magazines titled Panoscope

inclusive body-polity by trying to understand the

have been conducted every month leading to the

entertainment. It would not have taken off but

and 16 Development Dilemmas, a half-hour radio

empowering processes that bring the people at

first capsule of Choti Choti Batein (Small small

for the support of the organisations on the ground

discussion, that aims to capture the voices of poor

the lowest rungs of the social order to the centre

things) being aired in July. It is being aired on the

– Azad Bachpan, Raviskalp (Patna and Lakhisarai),

and marginalised people in South Asia on general

of the decision–making process. Caste being a

State-run All India Radio Patna’s primary channel

Manvi (Samastipur) and the Nehru Yuva Kendra

development issues including PSA’s five thematic

crucial social exclusion factor in Nepal, PSA had in

with the largest footprint in the state as a weekly

Sangathan (Gaya).

areas: Media Pluralism, Public Health, Conflict,

2008 brought various sections of Dalit leadership

Environment and Globalisation. Panoscope audio

of Nepal to India and facilitated a multilevel

files are in the MP3 format. Community and

interaction with policy-makers, political leaders,

commercial radios and other communication

social activists and academia. The purpose was to

organisations can download the scripts, free of

understand how India dealt with its various social

cost for broadcasting by giving credit to Panos

inequalities.

half-hour programme, with a repeat broadcast
mid week.
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Choti Choti Batein has begun as a combined
effort of 40 children hailing from these districts

Choti Choti Batein is an attempt to give voice

belonging mostly to socially and economically

to one of the most vulnerable and marginalised

marginalised communities. Some of the

sections of society, children. The Supreme Court

participating children are rescued child labour.

of India recently declared “air waves” as the

The radio programme is produced, scripted, voiced

property of the public and Bihar’s young and

and edited by children, in the hope and belief

PRSA web hits have more than doubled since

report which was brought out in both English and

enquiring minds have seized upon this opportunity

that in the near future, with community support

last year: the average number of visits stand

Nepali and was launched at a seminar in February

to facilitate information sharing, discussion and

these bright young minds can set an example in

at 40,000 a month and more than 2,000 unique

2009 in Kathmandu. The report was launched

debate on topics not only impacting Bihar’s

community broadcasting for the rest of the country

visitors a month.

by the Minister for General Administration,

adolescents but their communities at large. Their

to emulate.

Radio South Asia.

The outputs of the visit were chronicled in a
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The Chairman of the Nepal Constituent
Assembly addressing the national
workshop in Kathmandu on ‘The Role
of Community Radios in Constitutionmaking in Nepal’ .

Government of Nepal; nearly a hundred people

Nepal. This led to a two-day national workshop

representing various stakeholders attended the

on ‘The Role of Community Radios in Constitution

dissemination workshop. The recommendations

-making in Nepal’ in May 2009.

have been distributed to the more than 600
Constituent Assembly members and the 14 special

Radio Production Training for Women Radio

committees formed to draft the new constitution

Journalists to produce programmes related

in Nepal.

to women’s issues.

Community Radios and Constitution-Making
in Nepal

for all of Panos South Asia’s activities. 2009 saw
a four-day training programme organised in

The PSA Media Centre is a regional facility

and digital software. It has now been upgraded to

Continuing the raising voices for constitution-

Kathmandu specifically for women radio journalists

established with the objective of enhancing

professional radio editing and production capacity. A

building initiative, PSA organised a six-day training

and independent FM radios managed by women

journalistic skills in South Asia using new media

fully equipped television editing and production unit

workshop on radio programme production on

in Nepal. The training helped the participants

tools and technologies. It complements our efforts in

has also been set up at the Media Centre. The radio

constitution-making in Nepal for Dalit journalists

to better understand women’s issues in Nepal

improving development-reporting skills, particularly

and television post production studios are equipped

in September 2009. With the country at the

and also to produce and broadcast programmes

on Environment, Public Health, Conflict and

with technology like Adobe Audition software, 16

crucial phase of firming up the constitution, the

based on them. The training was attended by 22

Globalisation. The Media Centre is unique as it is

track Behringer digital mixer and recorders, MD

training aimed to enhance the knowledge of Dalit

women radio journalists representing only women

the only centre in the region to offer state-of-the-

Recorders, Avid Xpress Complete and Pinnacle Liquid

managed and operated four FM radios in Nepal.

art training facilities for all forms of media: print,

Pro Editing systems. The Centre has the capacity to

Nepal and inclusion of Dalit issues and facilitating

television, radio and web. It helps journalists get

conduct training workshops, editing and production

coverage and stimulating public debate in general

hands-on training and exposure to digital media

work on non-linear media formats on text, audio,

by the media and particularly by the radio in

technology and cutting-edge techniques. Regional

video and online. Panos Radio South Asia now has its

Nepal.

journalists from traditional Media also get trained to

own server based in Kathmandu. This facilitates quick

enhance their reporting skills and to straddle more

transfer of stories through FTP and is also the mirror

than one media with ease.

site for PRSA’s website.

journalists on the constitution-making process in

Partnership with Association of Community
Radio Broadcasters, Nepal
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Gender has always been an important focus area

In 2005, the Media Centre was upgraded to

The Media Centre with grant support from

This year PSA signed a strategic partnership

provide radio and television professionals training

DFID-UK and SDC-Switzerland under the Building

memorandum of understanding with the

on virtual broadcasting and Internet hybrids. The

Communications Opportunities Programme (BCO) has

Association of Community Radio Broadcasters,

Centre is equipped with 10 computer workstations,

organised various trainings, radio production, multi-

which are installed with state-of-the-art gadgets

media and local content development activities.
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GlobaliSation, Employment and
Labour
Beginning with the early 1980s there has been a
surge in across-the-border movement of capital,
commodities, services and even people; this
seems to be the process of the present phase

Globalisation Programme

that impinge on the livelihoods of people due
to globalisation among the media, trade unions,
civil society organisations, academics and policy
makers.
Research is currently under way in Pakistan,

Consensus’ on liberalisation of trade and structural

Bangladesh and Nepal to bring out the specific

adjustment, this phase is marked by an emphasis

ways in which their livelihoods have been positively

on coordination of economic activity by the

or negatively affected by the globalisation process.

market and hence, a reduced role for the state

The outcomes will be brought out as toolkits and

in investment and regulation. It is also facilitated

reports to enable the media to better represent

by the phenomenal advances in Information and

the existing and new trade policies from the

Communication Technology (ICT) that has enabled

perspective of the welfare of the people.

not only changes in production organisation within

The research in India—led by Prof. D Narasimha

firms, but has enabled firms in disparate locations

Reddy and Prof. J Jeyaranjan, and for Pakistan led

to be plugged into global networks of production

by Haris Gazdar are complete. In Bangladesh and

and distribution. The process therefore has diverse

Nepal, the studies are led by Dr. Zaid Bakht and

and controversial impacts on production, work and

Dr. Bishnu Raj Upreti and the media tool kit will be

employment especially in low-income regions that

ready for release in the run up to the 2010 WTO

need mapping and comprehension.

Ministerial Conference.

South Asia, with a labour force of over
world’s labour force, and is home to half the

G

research and dissemination on the specific issues

of globalization. Driven by the `Washington

565 million, accounts for 22.7 percent of the

lobalisation is such a fascinating idea that it always evokes a strong reaction either supporting it

Panos South Asia’s programme combines

global poor.

with a missionary zeal or passionately opposing it. In the avalanche of rhetoric, facts get blurred;

The labour force in the region is growing at a

false hopes and dreams hold sway among some; paranoia and nightmare grips others. To make

fast pace. Thirteen million new workers enter the

sense of the ongoing churning, it requires a journalist to move away from these two extreme positions,

labour market every year roughly, with a majority

and look at facts more closely, provide a historical perspective and caution us about the pitfalls. Panos

employed in the informal sector, working as casual

South Asia has taken up that task of a good journalist. PSA’s voice may be termed by the neo-evangelists

labourers, self-employed in home-based enterprises

of globalisation as a doomsday prophecy. But, PSA in reality encourages economists and journalists to

or in small firms. The share of informal employment

fulfil the first rule of good journalism: that of a timely whistle blower.

exceeds 90 per cent; in Sri Lanka, it is estimated to

Media Workshop / Roundtables on Disaster
Risk Reduction
Panos South Asia collaborated with the Disaster
Management Centre and Action Aid, Sri Lanka to
organise a three-day media workshop focussing
on the role of media in preventing and mitigating

account for about two thirds of employment and
Globalisation has the potential to leave its imprint on all the themes of PSA: it impacts our health; it

it is large in other South Asian countries as well.

undermines our environment, it exacerbates our conflicts, and it alters our media scene in a drastic

India has experienced a modest rise in the relative

manner. Panos South Asia’s strategy will be three pronged: one, looking at the central agent of economic

size of its informal labour force, with the degree

globalisation WTO in its entirety; two, looking at the impact of globalisation on livelihoods—in terms

of informality varying widely across sectors. While

of employment, labour and migration; and three, working with other thematic areas of PSA, namely,

unemployment rates are quite low in South Asian

Environment, Public Health, Conflict and Media Pluralism.

countries, large shares of the labour force are
underemployed.
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disasters. Thirty journalists from seven districts

been already taken in certain countries in the

poverty issues from their districts. Senior Journalists

were alerted to the importance of the veracity of

participated in the workshop which discussed

region to improve leadership capacities of people.

briefed participants on the importance and

their reports and how verifiable evidence formed

issues like Identifying disaster prone areas in

She pointed out The Times of India Teach India

techniques of investigative journalism, especially

an important part of investigative reporting.

respective districts; distinguishing between Hazard,

campaign as an example and stated that these tools

when it comes to development related issues like

This fellowship brought forth 23 articles in

Disaster and Vulnerability; who are the people

could be used by media across themes.

poverty. Participants discussed the problems faced

mainstream media in Pakistan within a three-

in their areas while covering poverty issues. They

month period.

affected, excluded and marginalised in the event
of disaster. Following the workshop, journalists
also participated in roundtable discussions in their
respective districts to evaluate the state of disaster
preparedness.

Kunda Dixit emphasised that the location
was a primary message imparting factor when
organising such conclaves held to initiate change
in a country or region. Feizal Samath, Business

A PSA PO VERTY FELLO WSHIP IMPA CT

Editor, The Sunday Times was of the opinion that
measures to involve the media for social change

Editors’ Roundtable on Inequality and

should include all media players like junior and

Hunger

mid-career journalists including sub-editors and

Twenty Editors from across South Asia came

photographers. All editors agreed positive stories

together for a two-day conclave to discuss a more
effective media strategy that could lead to better
reportage of issues of hunger, so as to minimise
hunger and poverty.

were harbingers of change and empowerment.
Panos South Asia is in the process of compiling
and publishing a media strategy for better
reporting on Hunger issues.

The seminar was organised by Panos South Asia
and the United Nations Development Programme

Extending Public Debate of Poverty

in Colombo in early February, 2009.

Reduction Strategies in Pakistan

Panos fellow Allah Bux Arisar chose to write

In a week’s time, Dawn reported that President

on high levels of fluoride in the groundwater of

Asif Ali Zardari had instructed installation of 1,000

the Thar region of Sindh. The fluoride levels had

Reverse Osmosis plants in Thar to provide water for

caused severe deformities and brought misery to

the locals at a cost of Four Billion Rupees. Letters

hundreds of families across the desert. Arisar’s

to the Editor followed; they debated the pros and

story “Water-borne diseases devouring the bones

cons of the Reverse Osmosis proposal.

of the Tharis” in the Dawn highlighted cases of
skeletal and dental fluorosis, arthritis, blindness
and limb deformities brought on by the high levels

PSA had earlier carried out a research survey to

Media’s apathy to poverty stories begins at home

of dissolved chemicals in the ground water. He

ascertain levels of coverage of issues of inequality

with little space given to reports filed by the

also touched upon the government’s apathy, the

and hunger in five English newspapers across seven

newspaper’s own correspondents based in the

resulting unavailability of clean drinking water and

Asia Pacific countries. The media survey presented

districts, even though some of the stories attempt

basic health facilities.

at the Roundtable clearly pointed to uniform lack

to highlight the problems faced by people living

of focus on these issues in both urban and rural

on the fringes of the media’s and government’s

settings in these countries. This presentation was

consciousness. While one reason for this is the

followed by a detailed paper by Manisha Mishra,

poor quality of reporting, another is largely the

Communications’ Officer, UNDP on current media

urban media’s inability to fathom a world beyond

trends and challenges.

the corridors of power in the state and provincial

The discussions which followed were
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Fellowship output sparks debate on water resources for poor Pakistani desert dwellers

capitals.

moderated by an eminent panel of editors:

Panos South Asia partnered the Pakistan Press

Kunda Dixit, The Nepali Times, Paranjoy Guha

Foundation in November to train ten district

Thakurta, Senior broadcast journalist and Pamela

journalists from across Pakistan in investigative

Philipose, Director, Women’s Feature Services.

reporting of poverty stories. The successful

Lalitha Panicker, Assistant Editor, The Hindustan

workshop led to a fellowship programme by

Times pointed out that media initiatives have

which each journalist was to write three stories on

The ongoing debate between various
stakeholders on the water resources in Thar Desert
and the fact that the voices of the parched Tharis
are being heard is enough encouragement for us
at Panos to accelerate our programmes.

Within a few days, Arisar’s story became the
subject of an incisive editorial in the Dawn. The
editorial called for “immediate medical attention
.... in the short term” and in the long term “the
provision of a dependable supply of clean drinking
water and functioning medical facilities”.
This led to a flurry of Letters to the Editor
endorsing the correspondent’s view. Some
letters also mentioned rain water harvesting and
purification techniques which could be mooted to
make the situation better.

Panos fellow Allah Bux Arisar
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Options; Urmul Trust; Urmul Jyoti; Urmul Seemant;

Frameworks Collective, New Delhi; International

Nehru Yuva Kendra Sangathan; Morung Trust for

Work Group on Indigenous Affairs, Copenhagen;

Indigenous Rights and Just Peace, Nagaland; Imphal

ISTV Network, Imphal; Mizzima News, New Delhi;

Press Club, Manipur; Imphal Free Press Manipur;

Hyuen Lanpao, Imphal; Sikkim Times, Gangtok;

The Freedom Project, Shillong; Adda, Guwahati;

Northeast Sun, New Delhi; Hevalvani Radio,

Asom Bani, Guwahati; Guwahati Press Club; North

Uttaranchal; Public Affairs Centre, Bangalore.

East News Agency, Guwahati; Department of
History, Tripura University; Department of Mass
Communication, Manipur Universtiy; Centre for
Cultural Research and Documentation, Arunachal
Pradesh; Indian Institute of Technology, Guwahati;
Mahanirban Calcutta Research Group; Indian
Council for Historical Research, NE Centre; North
Eastern Social Research Centre; Department of
History, Nagaland University, Kohima; Department
of Anthropology, Dibrugarh University; Institute
of Tai Studies and Research, Assam; Don Bosco
Institute, Guwahati; Centre for Women’s Studies,
Dibrugarh; Osmania University; Books for
Change; The Hindu Newspaper; Centre for Social
Medicine and Community Health, Jawaharlal
Nehru University, Delhi; Zubaan Books, Delhi;

Partners

Asian College of Journalism, Chennai; Institute
for Development Alternatives, Chennai; Greater
Kashmir, Kashmir; Kashmir Times, Kashmir; Morung

Nepal

Bangladesh

Himal Southasian newsmagazine; Himal Association;

Drik Multimedia and Pictures Library; Associated

Centre for Investigative Journalism, Nepal Forum

Press of Bangladesh (ABP); Greenwatch; BRAC;

for Environmental Journalists; Nepal Water

Bangladesh Water Partnership; UnnayanNet,

Conservation Foundation; Centre for Development

Department of Peace and Conflict Studies,

Communications; Communication Corner; WWF

University of Dhaka, BRAC University.

Nepal Programme; Winrock International, Nepal;
Nepal Press Institute; ASMITA; Media Service
International, Nepal; Action Aid Nepal; British
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Express, Nagaland; Northeast Television, Assam;
Public Affairs Foundation, Bangalore; Kalpavriksh,
New Delhi; Lok Vigyan Kendra, Himachal Pradesh;
Loksatta, Maharashtra; Etallat, Srinagar; Islamic
University of Science and Technology, Awantipura,
Srinagar; Ajker Foriad, Tripura; Rashtriya Vikas
Evam Kalyan Samaj Parishad, Bihar; MANVI,
Samastipur, Bihar; Nehru Yuva Kendra Sanstan,
Gaya, Bihar; Nalandaway, Chennai; Delhi Network

Pakistan
UKS Research Centre, Islamabad; Shirkat Gah,
Karachi; Media Solutions, Karachi; Aaj TV; Geo
TV; Interactive Resource Centre, Lahore; Pakistan
National AIDS Consortium, Islamabad; Pakistan
Press Foundation, Karachi; Periscope; New Light
AIDS Awareness Control Group, Lahore; Pak Plus
Society, Lahore; Life Plus, Lahore; Aahung; UNAIDS;
Community Health Sciences Department, Aga
Khan University; Evernew Entertainment; Saneeya
Hussain Trust; Karachi Water Partnership, CDGK
(City District Government Karachi),Omar Asghar
Khan Development Foundation; Hirak Foundation;
Hum TV; Dunya News; PTV (Pakistan Television);
Apna Karachi FM 107.
Sri Lanka
Sarvodaya Shramadana Sangamaya; Sri Lanka
Foundation Institute (SLFI); TVE-Asia Pacific; Centre
for Policy Alternatives; Lanka Plus; Law and Society
Trust; Action Aid; UNDP – Regional Office; Centre
for Poverty Analysis (CEPA); Volunteer Services
Overseas (VSO); Disaster Management Centre,
Sri Lanka (DMC).
International

Embassy Nepal; Community Radio Environment

Naz Foundation; YRG Care, Chennai; TARSHI, New

of Positive People;CNN-IBN /TV18 news network;

Global Forum for Media Development (GFMD);

Cycle Radio and a number of independent FM

Delhi; Save the Children - UK, New Delhi; Prerna,

Departments of Mass Communication and

CAMECO; Salzburg Seminar; Global Knowledge

radios in Nepal; Association of Community Radio

Jharkhand; Centre For Advocacy and Research,

Molecular Biology, Tezpur University; Voluntary

Partnership; Building Communication Opportunities

Broadcasters (ACORAB), AMARC Asia-Pacific,

New Delhi; SEWA, Lucknow; Janini, Bihar; Mahila

Health Association, Meghalaya; Biblio: A Review

Alliance(BCO); Global Inter-media Dialogue;

Dreams and Ideas; Red Couch; B & B, Jagaran

Samakhya, U.P.; Rural Education and Development

of Books, New Delhi; Japan Foundation; North East

International Centre for Journalists.

Media Centre.

Society (REDS), Rajasthan; Adithi, Bihar; Grassroots

Voices, New Delhi; Euro Burma Office, New Delhi;
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PANOS SOUTH ASIA FINANCIAL REPORT

Donors

Balance Sheet
AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2009

Norwegian Agency for Development Co-operation (NORAD)
Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA)
Oxfam-NOVIB
UK Department for International Development (DFID-UK)
Ford Foundation
DANIDA
Rockefeller Foundation
John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA)
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
World Health Organization (WHO)
United Nations Children and Education Fund (UNICEF)

						
As at 31 December 		
As at 31 December
							
2008				
2009
						
IN (US$)			
IN (US$)
PROPERTY & ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash & bank Balance			

916,354 		

Account Receivable			

93,391

						

1,058,453
86,062

1,009,745		

1,144,515

71,251		

49,757

938,494		

1,094,758

1,271,037		

938,494

(332,543)		

156,264

938,494		

1,094,758

Restricted fund			

537,604		

561,320

Unrestricted fund		

400,890

533,438

938,494

1,094,758

LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES
Account Payable			
NET ASSETS						

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
The British Council

REPRESENTED BY:

SCF-United Kingdom

FUND ACCOUNT

CORDAID

Balance as at 1 January		

SCF-United States

Add: Surplus(Deficit) of
Income over Expenditure

Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC)
Media Development Loan Fund (MDLF), Prague, Czech Republic
World Wildlife Fund (WWF)
Help Age International
The Asia Foundation

			

						

							

Open Society Institute

Swiss Agency for Development Cooperation (SDC)

Accounting Policies and 		
Notes to Accounts forms
an integral part of the

Television Trust for the Environment (TVE) UK

Balance Sheet						

Open Society Foundation

As per our report of even date

World Bank, NCCR
British Foreign and Commonwealth Office, New Delhi
ILO, Sri Lanka

A.S. Panneerselvan		
Executive Director		

Kanta Shrestha Pradhan		
Chief Finance Officer 		

Shashi Satyal
Partner, T. R. Upadhya & Co

Panos South Asia		

Panos South Asia			

Chartered Accountants

Water and Sanitation Programme-World Bank, Pakistan.
March 24, 2009
Kathmandu, Nepal
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Cover photograph: Rajneesh, of Dakra village in Lakhisarai district, Bihar, is taking feedback from children on
‘Choti Choti Batein’, the Community Radio programme by children, that Panos South Asia produces in Bihar.
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